Abstract Edge effects are one of the most extensively studied ecological phenomena of the past 100 years. Despite the stillcommon perception that edge effects are overly complex and idiosyncratic, we do know a lot about the mechanisms that underlie them. A major review from 2004 described four fundamental mechanisms that cause most edge patterns. In general, altered resource distributions due to often-predictable gradients in the edge environment as well as access to multiple resources across edges accounts for the fundamental differences between habitat edges and interiors. However, altered species interactions near edges are another fundamental component of edge ecology and remain difficult to predict. Here, we follow up on that 2004 review and show that the same four mechanisms described there remain sufficient to explain most edge responses, but we highlight some new developments. Notably, we find that edge studies have widened to include many new habitat types, a more diverse taxa and broader regions of the world. Yet, even recent studies were often not designed to quantify critical metrics such as the depth or magnitude of edge influence. Further, sample sizes and study design continue to contribute to spurious variability and make comparing results difficult. These problems make extrapolation to larger scales problematic and a lack of effective tools for extrapolation complicate this goal even further. We offer suggestions on a set of best practices for designing edge studies and propose that future research should shift more towards extrapolation across landscapes.
Introduction
Responses to habitat edges are one of the most well-studied ecological phenomena of the past century. From the first introduction of the concept in the early 1900s [1] to an explosion of research starting in the mid-1970s, edges continue to generate tremendous research activity (Fig. 1 ). Yet, edges are classically known for a complex, seemingly idiosyncratic jumble of responses ). Furthermore, edge "rules of thumb" such as higher predation or higher diversity in edge habitats continue to persist in the field even though they are refuted by a number of reviews and meta-analyses [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, edges are critical to our understanding of species distributions across landscapes, especially fragmented ones, so it is vital that we understand how they influence ecological processes.
In 2004, a major review of the edge literature was published by Ries et al. [7] (hereafter, the "2004 review") that described the dominant mechanisms underlying edge effects and reviewed the consistency of patterns reported in the liter- if their relationships with resources associated with both adjacent habitats were accounted for along with confounding factors such as edge orientation (e.g., north-vs. south-facing). However, the 2004 review also found that little progress had been made in quantifying how local edge gradients could be scaled up to understand larger patterns of distribution.
Here, we do a follow-up to the 2004 review by surveying the literature from the past 11 years. Our primary goal was to determine if the broad set of mechanisms presented in the 2004 review remained sufficient to understand recently reported responses and also to determine the extent to which criticisms from the 2004 review about study design and lack of scaling up had been addressed. To do this, we carried out a broad review of topics over the last 11 years and also a detailed review of the recent (2013-2015) empirical literature. We found a large number and many different types of studies published on edges over the past decade and placed them into broad categories by research focus (Fig. 1 ). To contend with the sheer volume of edge studies that are published yearly, our strategy for this broad overview was to focus on papers that present new conceptual approaches or those that performed in-depth reviews of select topics in the literature. Our goal was not to perform a meta-analysis of results since that has been done for several individual topics and instead we perform a review of those reviews. Detailed methods and references are provided in Appendix 1. The 2004 review made a strong claim that we can understand and account for much of the variability of edge responses, yet challenged the research community to do a better job of designing edge studies so that the results were more relevant to large-scale analyses. Our goals for this review were to follow up on those claims and see how far the research community had advanced those goals. We did that by answering the following questions:
1. How well do we understand the mechanisms underlying edge responses? 2. How well can we understand variability in edge responses? 3. How successful have we been at extrapolating edge responses to larger scales? 4. How should edge studies be designed to better elucidate mechanisms or be scalable to larger landscapes?
How Well do we Understand Mechanisms Underlying Edge Responses?
One of the main conclusions of the 2004 review is that we do have a strong understanding of the fundamental factors that alter ecology at habitat edges. The 2004 review summarized four fundamental mechanisms underlying edge responses, each of which had long been described in the edge literature. Two of these mechanisms are unique to edges: 1) ecological flows of materials, energy and organisms from one adjacent habitat into another and 2) access to complementary resources divided between adjacent habitats. The second two mechanisms are fundamental ecological processes (not special to edges) that nevertheless amplify ecological distinctness between edge and interior zones: 3) resource mapping of one species onto a gradient caused by another species responding to either of the first two edge mechanisms and 4) novel species interactions due to an altered community of organisms at the edge. Despite a great deal of research over the past 11 years ( Fig. 1) , little has emerged from the empirical or conceptual literature to suggest that the above four mechanisms do not capture the vast majority of edge responses. This is true even as the scope of studies has expanded. For instance, almost 10% of studies were aquatic in nature during the last 11 years (Fig 1b) , but rare before that. Nevertheless, the basic Fig. 1 An overview of the amount and types of studies focused on habitat edges at the patch scale (not broad ecotones) between 2005 and 2015 (see Appendix 1 for search methods). We placed each of the 919 papers found into broad categories (a) and also show yearly publication rates by topic for empirical edge response studies (b). Topics include studies on: abiotic responses to edge (ABIOTIC), aquatic systems (AQUATIC), communities of terrestrial organisms (COMM), natural enemies (NE), movement (MOVE), ecosystem services and other ecological processes (ESP) and OTHER (responses of single species, multi-trophic interactions and evolution) conceptual frameworks that were developed based on terrestrial systems seemed to transfer well [8] . Further, the geographic locations, focal taxa, and focal habitats continue to expand (Fig. 2a, b and 2c) .
One mechanism that was not included in the 2004 review was edge geometry, specifically that just being near the physical boundary could impact how individuals are distributed near edges [9, 10] . This issue is analogous to the middomain effect in biogeography, but operating within patches. For example, the territorial boundaries for a species may limit the number of individuals that could be packed near the edge relative to the interior, lowering the density even if there is no difference in habitat quality. At the time of the 2004 review, it was deemed not common or well-established enough to be considered as a general driver (even though it had been treated in a few studies, e.g., [9] [10] [11] ), but three recent studies suggest that decision should be revisited. Prevedello et al. [12] developed a model to show that geometric edge effects should be common. Two additional modeling exercises developed null models of edge effects, essentially assuming no biological basis for avoiding or preferring edges, but still found emergent edge effects simply because the geometry of an edge can allow immigrants from all sides rather than just a portion of the surrounding landscape [13, 14] . We suggest future researchers consider testing for this geometric constraint (or consider using this factor in null models) to see how useful these approaches are and whether we expect species with certain traits (e.g., territoriality) to exhibit geometric effects more frequently.
One factor that has been cause for confusion in edge studies is the cascading impact of direct and indirect responses [15] . Ultimately, most edge effects that are described are indirect inasmuch as species are usually responding to altered distributions of their resources, often driven by abiotic changes. This has led some researchers to try to isolate responses caused solely by the presence of edges from patterns that can be linked to measurable gradients with respect to edge distance (e.g., light levels, floristic changes, etc.). However, studies that attempt to determine if observed edge gradients are "really" edge effects, or are instead caused by some other underlying environmental gradient can be missing the point [15] . Even if some local environmental variable can be found that is the direct cause of an observed edge response (e.g. (movement and aquatic studies were not included). For each study, we recorded study location (a), focal taxa (b), the types of edges studied and whether the studies took place on only one side of an edge or both sides (c), for one-sided edge studies (in forest only), what type of habitat was adjacent to the focal patch (d), and what response type was measured at the community, species, and process levels (e) [16] ), if that gradient itself is caused by edges, then the response is, ultimately, an edge response [15] . This is important because if there is an attempt to separate edge responses from edges, it becomes much more difficult to predict where those environmental gradients are likely to occur in space. Instead, if the connection is retained, then the presence of edges can serve as a powerful proxy for landscape-scale dynamics when it is known that an edge is linked with a typical environmental gradient and potentially a suite of associated responses.
Finally, it is important to note the advancement in the recent literature in terms of the broadening of topics studied ( Figs. 1  and 2 ). In addition to studies of classic edge abundance patterns and critical factors like predation rates, we found studies increasingly focused on nutrient cycling, species interactions, and behavior (Fig. 1) . While traditionally edge studies did not examine interactions for more than two trophic levels, at least two studies from our recent review studied multiple trophic levels, three levels in one case [17] and four in another [18] . Several studies also investigated the phylogenetic structure of the community (Fig. 2e) or small-scale genetic structuring that could be tied to edges (e.g., [19] ). These studies are likely to deepen not only our understanding of edge response patterns but of macro-ecological or ecosystem-level dynamics.
How Well can we Understand Variability in Edge Responses?
One of the fundamental critiques put forward by the 2004 review was that the variable responses frequently reported in the edge literature could not be resolved without a conceptual framework to make sense of them. The 2004 review suggested that the best way to correct this is developing specific, directional predictions for expected responses (as opposed to just a classic alternative of "difference" to a null hypothesis) based on an a priori framework. The value in making directional predictions is that researchers are compelled to propose a specific mechanism and are better able to make sense of observed variability rather than trying to develop post-hoc explanations. Although patterns can easily be swamped by local effects when sample sizes are small [20, 21] , understanding variable responses and their alignment with current edge theory also lays the groundwork for updating and improving the models when new generalizations can be made. Ultimately, one can make the claim that if you cannot predict something, you do not really understand it. Further, since we generally are interested in edge responses in terms of the role they play in fragmentation and landscape-scale dynamics, it is important to know how consistent responses are across time and space.
There are currently three conceptual frameworks ( Fig. 3 ) of which we are aware that generate specific predictions about edge responses. These models allow researchers to make a priori predictions, either about the character of the responses (Fig. 3a and b) or the species likely to be most impacted by edges (Fig. 3c) . Despite the benefits of making a priori predictions, they were still used in only about 33% of the papers we reviewed; although this is still an improvement since the 2004 review when synthetic, predictive models had just been published. Most of these predictions are based on some knowledge of resource distribution, but some still use edge "rules of thumb", so we address the predictive power of each approach separately below. In all cases, "correct" means the predicted response was observed and "incorrect" means it was not. Note that all predictions are categorical and none are quantitative, so classification of correct and incorrect is straightforward.
Predictions Based on Resources
The only current conceptual framework for species-specific edge responses (i.e., predictions based on the biology of a specific organism and not traits) has been the resource-based model proposed by Ries and Sisk [25] , hereafter called the edge resource model (ERM, Fig. 3a ). This model was based on the first three mechanisms described above (ecological flows, access, resource mapping) and used those basic concepts to develop qualitative predictions of species abundance as a function of distance from edge. Briefly, species that are adjacent to lower-quality habitat with no complementary resources (resources not already found in their focal habitat) are predicted to decline near edges, although individuals may "spill over" into adjacent habitat. This is called a "transitional" edge response. In the case where habitat quality is equal in adjacent habitats, no edge response ("neutral response") is expected. Alternatively, species that are in adjacent habitats that each contained critical resources, but that were divided between adjacent habitats (complementary) are predicted to have their highest densities at the edge, so a positive edge response is expected on both sides of the edge.
The 2004 review used this as a framework to make qualitative predictions for observations reported in the literature and showed that the model did fairly well at predicting responses with some caveats (see below). Since the 2004 review, several papers have used the ERM as an organizing conceptual framework, but primarily to explain the patterns they observed post hoc, not to make a priori predictions. Further, predictions were often made not for individual species, but for communities that either shared some trait or were presumed to have similar resource requirements. For the one study that did make a priori predictions [18] , the ERM successfully predicted the response of herbivores, mesopredators, and top predators to the habitat edge. However, the in-depth nature of the study suggested one of the assumptions of the underlying mechanisms may not be the actual driver. Specifically, although specialist herbivores avoided the edge, no difference in food quantity or quality could be found there, and the authors suggested the herbivores may instead be avoiding predators that congregate at the edge [18] .
For other studies that used the ERM to understand species responses post-hoc, the ERM largely explained species distribution patterns where the natural history of the organisms was well-understood (and this was also true in aquatic communities [8] ). However, in systems where natural history and ecological information for the species of interest was scarce, the utility of the ERM in understanding species responses to the habitat edge was mixed [26] . Additionally, because the ERM is by definition a bottom-up resource-driven model, this model often failed to explain species responses to the habitat edge that were driven by predation [8] .
While most studies that made a priori predictions did not specifically use the ERM, roughly half of these (23 out of 49 studies) used information on the distribution of critical resources in order to predict species, trait group or community responses to the habitat edge. From these 23 studies, the three possible edge response outcomes (negative, neutral, positive) were correctly predicted about 63% of the time (32 out of 51 results reported; note that a single study often reported more than one result). Many studies did not use a specific model or information about resources to make their predictions. For these 26 studies, the information on which these predictions were based came from another study system or the basis for prediction was unclear. Surprisingly, these studies did only slightly worse at predicting species' responses to the habitat edge; in these cases, observations matched predictions only about 53% of the time (25 out of 44 responses reported). For these, community-level predictions were better supported by data than single-species predictions.
Despite the overall low rates of correct predictions, when predictions were incorrect, a neutral response was usually observed where a significant edge response (either positive or negative) was predicted (15 out of 19 cases). This was similar to what was found in the 2004 review where unpredicted neutral responses were often observed, but almost never a response in the opposite direction of what was predicted. One possible explanation is that many edge response studies have extremely low replication and transects often do not extend very far into habitat interiors. This results in high levels of "neutral variability" (a mix of uni-directional responses with neutral responses); unfortunately, we have seen little improvement in study design to improve the power to detect edge responses (see the section on study design, below).
A biological reason why we may see neutral responses rather than predicted directional responses is that species may be differentially sensitive to edges [27] . This is only a Fig. 3 Conceptual edge response models. The most commonly used model is the edge response model (a). This model predicts positive, neutral or negative edge responses based on relative habitat quality and whether resources are divided or not between habitat patches (reprinted by permission from [22] ). An expansion of this model predicts response shape based on the strength of quality differences between habitat (b). Adapted with permission from [23] . Ewers and Didham [24] suggested how traits might be associated with different aspects of fragmentation including edges (c). Reprinted with permission by [24] potential explanation when a neutral response is observed when a directional one was predicted, but that accounts for the vast majority of prediction failures. The idea is that, for some species, even in conditions that suggest they should avoid or be attracted to edges based on a framework like the ERM, they never or rarely show edge responses, even where expected. For instance, even after controlling for distribution of resources that would predict edge responses, darker colored butterflies seemed to be less likely to show predicted responses compared to lighter ones [27] , which suggests that darker butterflies may be less sensitive to edges. Ewers and Didham [24] presented a framework for understanding how species with different traits should respond to all types of fragmentation effects, although their conceptual framework (Fig. 3c) suggested that only dispersal ability should be related to edge sensitivity [28] . We suspect a much wider range of traits will be found to be important, but this area of research is still in its infancy. Ultimately, if certain species can be shown to consistently ignore edges regardless of the distribution of resources with respect to the edge, it may make sense to label those species "edge-neutral" and, further, to look for traits that may unite those species (and thus increase general predictability of edge responses).
We found only rare instances where observed responses were in the opposite direction of predicted responses or occurred when neutral responses were predicted (2 and 2 out of 19 cases, respectively). We believe that the continued rarity of these outcomes (they occurred in only 14% of cases in the 2004 review) shows that when edge responses are observed, they are often predictable based on resource distributions. Although top-down forces may also drive some patterns [18] , when the presence of predators or parasitoids was used to predict responses to the habitat edge, discrepancies between predictions and observations were quite common [29, 30] . Incorporating top-down impacts into the ERM would be an improvement on the current model and should be a priority as a future research goal, but may prove challenging in execution given how poorly we still understand when predation is likely to be higher at edges [2, [4] [5] [6] and even whether heightened predation near edges can explain variation in species abundances given dynamics like ecological traps [31] .
One drawback of the ERM is that it only makes qualitative predictions (positive, negative, or neutral), but a recent adaptation [23] of the ERM develops specific predictions about response shape based on how strong the quality difference is between adjoining habitats (Fig. 3b) . As a relatively new model, this has not yet been empirically tested and even in the primary paper where it was constructed it was developed post-hoc based on the patterns observed in their study system (mammals at urban forest edges). However, the goal of making edge response predictions more quantitative is an important one and we look forward to future tests of these predictions.
Predictions Based on Edge "Rules of Thumb"
The two most common edge "rules of thumb" are that 1) predation and 2) diversity are generally higher near edges. The idea that predation rates are higher near edges has been consistently debunked (see [2, 5, 6 , 32] among many others). We do not address this in depth here except to say that only 3 of the 7 studies in our review of the recent literature that predicted higher predation rates at the edge actually showed higher predation rates. We examine the pattern of community richness more closely because that has not yet been thoroughly reviewed. The idea that edges are zones of higher diversity goes back to Leopold [33] and has two fundamental causes: 1) spillover of individuals from each of the abutting habitats into the adjacent habitat and 2) unique species associated with the edge. Although studies frequently assume higher diversity at edges based solely on this rule of thumb, in reality, diversity metrics tend to be variable. In our review, when authors made this prediction, diversity was higher at edges only 50% of the time (5 out of 10 cases). One possible cause is that edges might be assumed to be between two diverse habitats (e.g., forest and grassland), whereas many habitats now abut highly disturbed and degraded habitats; in these cases, a loss of diversity might be a more likely outcome [34] . Distinguishing between these situations in the future may lead to more accurate predictions of community richness near edges.
An alternate approach to making predictions at the community scale is to determine if there are shared resources used by the community, and, if so, then apply the principles of the ERM. While the ERM was specifically developed to describe single species responses to the habitat edge, studies that used the distribution of resources to predict species richness or diversity responses to the habitat edge were generally more successful in making correct predictions than those relying on rules of thumb. For instance, fungi generally require cool, moist habitats and, as expected, they tend to avoid forest edges as a group [35] . As noted previously, when studies incorporated knowledge of critical resources, they correctly predicted species richness and diversity responses around 64% of the time (9 out of 14 cases). This suggests that when there are common resources for a group, resource distribution may be a better predictor of community richness than relying on rules of thumb. However, this will only work when species within a clade share fundamental resources that tend to be associated with particular habitat types.
Finally, richness and diversity patterns often miss more subtle patterns that can be elucidated if actual community composition is considered. However, community structure is rarely quantified and, to date, no one has offered a conceptual framework for how community structure should change near edges. Although challenging, the goal of developing a true community-based predictive model is one that should be tackled. This can either be done through the development of novel theory relative to edges or by incorporating edge dynamics into current theory of community assembly (e.g., environmental filtering, assembly rules based on functional groups, neutral models, etc.).
Interactions and Confounding Factors: Grappling With Variability in Edge Responses
One of the main results of the 2004 review was to show that variability in edge responses was manageable and even predictable. The first step was to control for edge type and context, but even after that major source of variability was accounted for, much variability remained, but was of the "neutral" variety described above. Sometimes, responses were of different magnitudes (yet in the same response direction) or in some cases, a unidirectional response was mixed with some neutral responses, but a mix of positive and negative responses was rare (<2% of reported responses). In reality, this mix of variable-strength unidirectional and neutral responses may be partially due to differences in study design rather than differences in the actual ecology. However, there are many biological reasons why the strength of edge effects may differ between studies. For example, the 2004 review found that edge orientation consistently resulted in this "typical" range of responses (variable strength or neutral mixed with unidirectional responses, but rarely a direction switch). This makes sense since edge orientation tends to weaken or strengthen the abiotic gradient associated with edges dependent on sun position. Fragmentation had similar effects, with interactions with patch areas likely the main cause of underlying interactions-although few studies do a good job of disentangling these factors ( [28] ). Temporal differences were also found, although without determining underlying causes; so, the actual mechanism of that variability is undetermined but still "typical" in terms of how it manifests (weakening or loss of edge responses, not direction switches). Although in principle those temporal shifts may be due to shifting resources (or seasonal variation in resource needs), there has been little progress made showing that temporal variability is predictable (via, for example, putting the ERM into a temporal context). That type of demonstration would be helpful for increasing the predictability of edge responses across time and space.
Another potential cause of edge response variability is edge contrast; it is often assumed that responses should be stronger at "hard" rather than "soft" edges. The 2004 review found it difficult to test that prediction systematically because, in general, studies did not account for habitat quality, which was likely to be confounded with adjacent structural contrast. Of the few studies that did account for habitat quality differences, the results were mixed. Since that review, additional research has continued to show that hard edges tend to elicit stronger responses than soft edges [23, 36] . However, without a priori controlling for habitat quality in adjacent habitat, it is still difficult to tease out the importance of physical edge contrast with the fact that similarly structured habitats often have more similar resource availability compared to starkly different habitat structures. Since most studies still fail to do this (but see [37] ), we suggest that the role of edge contrast per se is still not wholly worked out but that may prove to be a useful proxy for underlying resource-driven dynamics.
Finally, we highlight what is likely one of the primary causes of variability in edge responses that was only alluded to in the 2004 review: variability in study design. We have already highlighted several times where variability of unpredicted neutral responses (or variable responses that are basically a weakening or loss of a unidirectional response) could be due to lack of statistical power. At the time of the 2004 review, studies were plagued with low sample size, variable transect length, and variable number of edge distances sampled. Our recent review shows that many studies continue to have low sample size and set a priori constraints on findings by having few sampling distances and highly variable "maximum" distances (Fig. 4) , all of which are likely to lead to variable results. We suggest some basic guidelines in the final section of this paper.
How Successful Have we Been at Extrapolating Edge Responses to Larger Scales?
Edge effects have become such an important topic of research over the past century because they are a key to understanding distributions across landscapes, especially fragmented ones. Yet, the 2004 review pointed out that results are rarely used to extrapolate over larger scales, and this continues to be true with only 5% of studies since 2005 applying what we know about edges either to management or larger-scale extrapolations (Fig. 1) . Further, the information necessary to effectively extrapolate edge responses is rarely reported in most studies, including understanding the depth and magnitude of edge influence (Fig. 4c) and accounting for multiple edge effects and complex geometry. Further, we still lack the tools to make it tractable to carry out these studies. Effectively, this omission means that, despite decades of research on edges, we rarely leverage edge data to better understand patterns across landscapes [38] . In this section, we review the progress in this area.
Depth and Magnitude of Edge Influence
Over the past decade, much progress has been made in the development of formal methods to estimate edge effects. Edge effects can be reduced into two components: the depth of edge influence (DEI) and the magnitude of edge influence (MEI). This distance is frequently used to distinguish 'edge' from 'interior' portions of patches and is integral to the use of core area models (see below). The magnitude of edge influence typically refers to the difference in response variables between the edge and interior areas of patches, but it can also be used to interpret effect sizes of response variables at different distances from edges [39] . These two components provide comprehensive understanding of the magnitude of edge effects and their influence across landscapes.
Quantifying MEI is important for determining the strength of edge effects and this measure requires identifying areas free of edge effects. Ewers and Didham [40] quantify the MEI as the difference in maximum and minimum values in a nonlinear logistic model, which can be determined from the first partial derivative of the model with respect to distance. Although care should be taken in interpretation because if the maximum and minimum occur in the two adjacent interiors respectively, the MEI may more closely reflect differences in habitat quality rather than edge to interior quality. Harper et al. [41] provide a standardized measure of MEI that scales the average responses at edge and interior locations such that MEI can range from -1 to 1. This approach provides a useful means of quantifying MEI, with the added benefit of clear interpretations of effects across systems and response variables.
Quantifying DEI has proven more challenging than quantifying MEI and it has received considerable attention in recent years. Prior to 2000, the DEI was often visually determined [7] . Yet, formal methods now exist to quantify the DEI. Harper et al. [39] classified these methods into four categories: parametric, non-parametric, randomization, and curve-fitting (non-linear modeling hereafter) approaches. Parametric, nonparametric, and randomization approaches share similarities in the overall strategy for interpreting DEI but differ in the way in which statistical significance is determined. In these approaches, response variables are calculated as a function of distance from an edge (typically in binned categories of distance; e.g., 0-25 m, 26-50 m, etc.) and estimates are contrasted to interior locations. Note that the ability to capture the DEI can be limited based on study design if investigations do not sample at distances much greater than the underlying true DEI for the process of interest.
Nonlinear models can be fit to data as a function of distance from distance from edge (e.g., [40, [42] [43] [44] ). Ewers and Didham [40] suggested a linear-logistic model to capture edge responses that occur across edge boundaries. In their model, the second partial derivative provides a measure of the inflection point on the curve, or an estimate of the depth of edge influence. Confidence intervals can then be calculated using bootstrapping. Hurst et al. [43] extended this approach to a The maximum (max) distance study plots were placed from the edge varied not only in their distances but how uniform the max distance was and how precisely it was measured (a). For instance, sometimes only a minimum max distance was reported (e.g., somewhere beyond 100 m away from the edge, but not less). In other cases, a zone of distances was given (e.g., somewhere between 100-200 m from the edge). Finally, sometimes a set max distance was used (e.g., 100 m from the edge). Number of distance classes also varied (b). Whether studies reported distance of edge influence (DEI), magnitude of edge influence (MEI), both or neither was also scored (c). Study design included replication in terms of number of "independent" sampling blocks (d) and the number of replicates per block (e). See Appendix 1 for details mixed modeling framework, which accounts for spatial dependence along transects and can accommodate potential variation in the DEI over space or time through the use of random coefficients in the nonlinear model. Threshold or piecewise models have also been considered. Such models have the benefit of directly estimating inflection points in regression models and their associated uncertainty. Toms and Lesperance [45] provide an example of the application of this approach to edge effects.
While there has been an increase in the development of rigorous methods that can quantify the components of edge effects, most investigations still do not quantify DEI or MEI (Fig. 4c) because studies are still not designed to do so. For instance, the majority of studies from 2013-2015 still only have two distance classes (edge vs. interior, Fig. 4b ) meaning that non-linear patterns like asymptotes are impossible to detect. Further, the maximum distance is often variable (meaning that you cannot pin down when the "interior" has been reached) or, even if it is set, the maximum distance is often less than 100 m (Fig. 4a) which may not reach a habitat's true interior. Because of this, only about 30% of recent studies characterized DEI and, even fewer (5%), MEI (Fig. 4c) . And of the ∼80 studies that reported DEI, recommended techniques like randomization, piecewise regression, or the models by Ewers and Didham [40] were used only about 20% of the time. Unfortunately, there is still little agreement on the best approaches, although there is not necessarily any reason to converge on one best approach. Nevertheless, Harper et al. [39] argued that randomization methods were least sensitive to variation in study designs aimed at estimating edge effects, and, as such, advocated for their use in edgeeffect studies. Yet, those approaches do not provide formal estimates of DEI and their uncertainty; rather, DEI is inferred through post hoc comparisons of response variables near edges to interior. Further comparisons of these approaches, along with a set of 'best practices' for quantifying and reporting DEI and MEI, would help better guide research on edge effects.
Extrapolating Edge Effects Across Landscapes
There has been a long tradition in extrapolating edge effects across landscapes. Core area models provided the earliest approaches to extrapolating edge effects (e.g., [46] [47] [48] ). Effective area models extended the core area concept to accommodate impacts of the matrix and variation in DEI and MEI [49] . These models have been proven useful in the extrapolation and mapping of potential edge effects across landscapes, but are rarely applied. Several challenges remain for extrapolating edge effects. These include: synergistic effects of multiple edges, the role of the matrix and landscape context, integrating edge effects with other components of fragmentation, and, finally, developing the tools to implement these priorities.
In real landscapes, effects from multiple edges (meaning the convergence of multiple habitats or complex geometry that causes edges to converge on themselves) can cause observed edge effects to be different than what would be expected from a single, straight edge. This issue, variously referred to as multiple edge effects [50] or edge-effect interactions [51] , was originally formalized by Malcolm [52] but has been largely ignored. Yet, multiple edge effects can influence large areas of landscapes, up to 60% when edge responses are assumed to extend 120 m into habitat [53] . Even more importantly, a recent, comprehensive search of the edge literature found only 11 studies that had examined the issue closely; yet, strikingly, 10 out of 11 of those studies found support for multiple edge effects [51] . Further, in the papers we reviewed from 2013-2015, only one study considered these effects [54] . One potential barrier to this type of research is lack of tools. Quantitative methods that can quantify and extrapolate multiple edge effects have been proposed [52, 53, 55] , but these methods need to become more user-friendly to provide broader applications.
Edge effects are impacted, indeed driven, by the structure of the matrix. This issue has long been acknowledged in investigations that focus on edge type and edge contrast, and the effective area model captures some types of matrix effects by allowing for edge responses to vary near different matrix types [49] . This inclusion has no doubt improved on the core area model, but is rarely used and other issues regarding matrix effects have not yet been considered. In addition to the issue of multiple edges (see above), Driscoll et al. [56] also emphasize that little is known regarding how the spatial extent of matrix composition surrounding patches (and not just adjacent to them) can influence edge effects.
Extrapolating edge effects across landscapes allows visualization of the role that edges may play in fragmented landscapes, yet as one scales up to landscapes several other issues can impact patterns and processes. Consequently, for landscape-scale modeling, edge extrapolation has been used less frequently than other types of modeling, such as species distribution [57] and connectivity modeling [58] . Species distribution modeling can accommodate multiple issues of relevance to patterns in fragmented landscapes, such as habitat composition and configuration, isolation, and edge effects (e.g., [59, 60] ). Ultimately, edges are rarely accounted for in landscape-scale distribution models, even in those that focus on patch size and connectivity effects, despite the fact that edges are known to have a strong impact on local ecology.
Despite a lack of common use of edge-distance effects in larger models, one way that edges are incorporated into largescale models is by considering edge density (as measured in programs like Fragstats [61] ), which is a measure of the length of edge per unit area. However, there has been little work connecting edge density specifically with different edge types and specific edge gradients (but see [59] ). At present, it is difficult to connect the results of those studies to measurement of edge gradients at specific edge types for several reasons. First, edge density quantification rarely isolates edge density of certain types of edges thought to be critical for species distribution (but see, [62] ) and are emphasized in models like the ERM. Second, it is unclear if edge density can appropriately capture non-linear and multiple edge effects observed in investigations on edge effects. Non-linear response and multiple edge effects suggest that edge density should not scale linearly with species responses in landscapes. Despite these issues, edge density is a tractable metric for large-scale investigations, especially in simple landscapes where a single focal habitat type is surrounded by a consistent type of matrix habitat (usually hostile). Further work that refines the concept of edge density to better capture known responses at habitat edges or determine what systems they are warranted in is needed.
How Should Edge Studies be Designed?
To advance and generalize our understanding of edge effects and the prediction of edge effects across landscapes, we make some general recommendations. Ultimately, the "right" study cannot be determined using design rules of thumb without knowing the specific question motivating research and knowledge of the individual study system. However, we offer some suggestions for study design that can hopefully allow researchers to avoid confounding edge effects with other factors and to avoid major problems of sample size. We address three issues: the number and type of edge categories and sample size.
For the number and type of categories, it is very important to consider the motivation of the study. If the goal of the study is to simply understand how edge and interior ecology differ from each other, then two edge categories (edge vs. interior) may be sufficient. However, if the goal is extrapolation, then ideally MEI and DEI should be measured at each unique (or comparable) edge type in the landscape and enough edge distance classes are needed to be able to determine if there is a threshold effect. Ultimately, this may take an iterative approach with many edge distances over a longer distance that can then be adjusted based on preliminary results. Sometimes, the maximum transect length possible will be limited by the amount of large remnants remaining. While logistics will often dictate the length and even the number of transects, there are some general rules that may be helpful. First, the most commonly detectable source of variability was edge orientation according to the 2004 review. To limit variability when sampling effort must be constrained, it may be useful to control for edge orientation and limit transects to edges most likely to show the steepest gradients (e.g., south-facing edges in the northern hemisphere). Second, avoid using broad distance categories (e.g., >500 m, 10-100 m, etc.). Ideally, edge categories should be consistent and each occur within a narrow band so they are more easily interpretable and comparable (both within and across studies).
For sample size, we emphasize having more independent sites rather than many sample units in a single or small number of sites. We suggest independent units be paired plots or transects rather than randomly arrayed plots at varying distance to account for local variability, which can be extreme. Over the last three years, the most common number of independent sampling sites was one, with remaining studies ranging from 2-15 (Fig. 4d) . If no preliminary data are there to guide researchers, we suggest independent sampling units closer to ten. Also note that in edge studies, replication comes from the number of independent transects and not the number of distance classes. More distance classes allow better measurements of DEI and MEI but will not increase sample size. Carefully designed studies with sufficient sample size will promote results that can separate signals from noise and lend themselves to formal meta-analysis and comparison across studies. Increasing the number of studies that are rigorously comparable will allow edge research to progress and find generalities among widely divergent study systems and determine the theoretical frameworks that will allow us to make sense of highly variable systems.
Conclusions
After almost a century studying edge effects, we likely have as much information on how this one ecological factor influences distributions as almost any other across landscapes. Yet, we lag in using this information for landscape-scale studies compared to factors where, overall, less is known (e.g., connectivity) or that have proven unsuccessful in the past for understanding terrestrial fragmentation (e.g., island biogeography theory). Why is this? Part of it is certainly due to a tradition of designing edge studies only to measure qualitative aspects of edge effects, rather than in a way to apply them to landscape-scale analysis or to further conservation efforts. Unfortunately, typical experimental designs and/or low sample sizes will continue to stymie attempts to usefully apply study results and lead to a false sense that edge responses are hopelessly idiosyncratic. We advocate the continued study of empirical responses to edge effects for different species and different systems, especially if those studies are designed rigorously to measure DEI and MEI and are also placed into a conceptual framework that allows the inevitable variability of responses to be understood. We emphasize that in the future, efforts should be shifted towards developing and applying models that allow extrapolation to landscape scales.
